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A friend of mine’s parent bought a house, an old adobe ad it had a nearly totally demolished 
concrete pillar off a banco in the kitchen.  
 
For over 40 years her mother asked her step brother to please complete the demolition. I was 
about about 4 inches high at the highest.   about a foot wide and about  7 inches deep.  It was 
in the way while turning to the fridge, adding to the trash .    
It was too difficult to remove for decades.  For generations we worked around the stumbling 
block Finally someone build a small wooden box to cover it,  a step to no where.  
 
Her mother dies, and in the kitchen remodel the contractor was requested to remove the 
stumbling block.  
the very first day of the demolition. It was completely demolished!!  
 
When I saw it’s absence  I was delighted . The immovable the  impermeable object was gone. 
The it is too difficult to engage and change energy was GONE. 
  The right person was asked to removed it and did.     
I  texted her a picture of the  of the no stumbling block, the cleared space.  it was so freeing!!  
I was so amused at y reaction and how freeing it felt .  
 
I realized how many of us have stumbling blocks, generational stumbling blocks . energies we 
work around that are too difficult to move as we have been told. 
 
With the past two eclipses  and the upcoming one,  what stumbling block can you request be 
demolished. What energy can you free?  
 
What easily solved  issue have you been told if too difficult to change . 
 
How does it change your life when that stumbling block is gone?  
 
It is time to say please demolish that stumbling block?  
 It will gone in a day!  
 
How does an unimpeded path inspire your creativity.  
 
 
 


